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PROGRAM
JOSEPH HAYDN (1732 - 1809)
Variations in F minor (Un piccolo divertimento), Hob.XVII:6 

Fantasia in C, Hob.XVII:4 

Sonata No. 62 in E-flat, Hob.XVI:52
I Allegro             
II Adagio
III Finale: Presto

INTERVAL

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770 - 1827) 
33 Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli, Op.120



ABOUT THE ARTIST
Australian-born Geoffrey Saba made his London debut in the 1970s and has 
subsequently toured North America, Eastern and Western Europe, the Middle East, 
India, Japan and South East Asia. He has played at festivals in Sydney, Adelaide, the 
U.K. and South East Asia. His large repertoire includes much rarely-performed music 
from the early 20th century. 
Geoffrey’s best-selling recordings for Carlton Classics have achieved tremendous 
critical acclaim. Since 2001 they were followed by his regular recordings for 
Carnegie Concerts comprising repertoire from Bach to Bartók and the present day, 
including the complete Debussy Preludes and Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations, of 
which Geoffrey Crankshaw wrote in Musical Opinion, 'Geoffrey Saba is an artist of 
perception. What we have here is a Diabelli perfectly blending gravity and humour, 
wit and brilliance. An excellent disc.'
The International Franz Schubert Institute, Vienna, has published Geoffrey's essay 
on a performer’s approach to playing Schubert’s unfinished piano sonatas in its 
facsimile edition of the C major Sonata (Reliquie) D840.
Geoffrey writes, 'I have long wanted to give Haydn a representative selection of 
works in one of my programs and now I am delighted to present some of his most 
life-enhancing works, from the moody and tempestuous Sturm und Drang 
Variations in F minor to the humour and virtuosity of his C major Fantasia and the 
grandeur and deeply felt emotions of his final sonata in E flat, written for the English 
fortepianos of the day which were more powerful than their Viennese counterparts.’
Although Beethoven had some instruction from Haydn in the early 1790’s, he 
claimed that he 'never learned anything from him.' However, we see in this selection 
of works that they indeed shared a supreme exploration of wit, suspense, 
contrapuntal textures, and profundity of expression that place them among the very 
greatest composers.
Beethoven’s monumental 33 Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli is his last major work 
for the piano, and aptly described by Alfred Brendel as 'the greatest of all piano 
works' - praise indeed!
Geoffrey Saba’s recordings, not normally available in Australia, will be on sale after 
this concert and will include his recording of Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations. His 18 
album recordings can also be downloaded via his website at geoffreysaba.co.uk

Melbourne Recital Centre acknowledges the people of the Kulin nation on whose land this concert is being presented.
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